I titled this article to get your attention. It is obvious, to most of us anyway, that we can't function as our own Mother, though it seems that I must now belabor that point.

There are simply some things that we can't do for ourselves, and there are other things, like peeing, that nobody else can do for us. This is built into the web of our physical existence and is not subject to change.

So. Having squared that away, I will next observe that Federal Employees and Dependents cannot create the Federal Republic, for the same reason that we cannot act as our own Mothers.

Federal Employees and Dependents by definition lack the legal and lawful standing to re-create the "missing part" of our Federal Government, known as the Federal Republic.

Re-creating the Federal Republic is a multi-step process requiring participation by multiple other entities.

First, the American States and People have to assemble and bring their States of the Union into Session to conduct business.

That hasn't been done since the Civil War and has proven to be quite a Goat Roping Contest, thanks to misguided efforts by our Employees to incapacitate us and identify us as employees just like them--- and therefore, just as helpless to do the necessary work of Reconstruction.

So that has had to be overcome, with the People forced to formally declare their political status and to "re-populate" their States on paper -- States that they never left in fact.

All right, consider that part done.

The American People have responded, have declared themselves to be Americans acting in the capacity of American State Citizens, our fifty States have been re-populated accordingly, and the State Assemblies have been called into Session.

That's steps one, two, and three ---- (1) Declaration; (2) Acceptance of State Citizenship; (3) Setting up State Assemblies and calling into Session.

Next, the State Assemblies must take care of housekeeping business and formally enroll all the Western States that have been left in limbo pending their final acceptance as States of the Union.

Next, each State must create its own new "State of State" organization. For example, New Hampshire has to create (or as it is, re-create) The State of New Hampshire, to do business for New Hampshire, as part of the re-instated Confederation of States.
This requires re-writing the original Constitution of each American State of State that existed prior to the Civil War, and in the case of the new western State members, writing a first-ever American State-level Constitution, because all these States have ever known is a British Territorial version acting as a place-holder.

Finally, with all the members of the Confederation of States reconstructed, it is their responsibility to re-launch the Federal Republic owed to Americans under the provisions of The Constitution for the united States of America.

We are a little better than half-way home, somewhere between second and third base.

There are those who think that they can hurry this process along by using Federal Citizens to fill the ranks of fake "assemblies" --- and pull another fast one on the American People.

RuSA and the so-called "National Assembly" groups think that they can do this, but they don't understand the actual law.

If they did, they'd already know that their efforts are doomed and that they lack the standing required to complete the legitimate reconstruction process.

Federal citizens of either stripe, Territorial or Municipal, cannot restore the Federal Republic for the same reason that you can't function as your own Mother.

So, as it behooves everyone in this country to get it straight and get it done, join and support your actual State Assembly and take the steps necessary to properly declare your political status, either as an American State National or as an American State Citizen.

Having thus reclaimed your own lawful standing as an American and being enabled to act in the proper capacity, you can "re-constitute" --- that is, reconstruct, your American State of State organization, reclaim the assets of the Federal State Trusts, and restore the Federal Republic.

Not until.

So, Mr. President--- if you want our assistance in this otherwise impossible to accomplish feat, you have it. It behooves you, your Administration, the members of the military, and the members of the Federal Civil Service to get the lead out and help us do what has to be done.

Because we are the only ones that can act as your Mother.
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